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Buy Bitcoin Without KYC | Peach Bitcoin Exchange

Buy & Sell Bitcoin peer-to-peer

Made in Switzerland🇨🇭
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Download APK on Android
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The easiest way to Buy and Sell Bitcoin P2P



What is Peach?

Peach Bitcoin is a p2p mobile app for trading Bitcoin without KYC verification. We connect buyers and sellers of Bitcoin in a secure and private way.


Check our Payment Methods



Welcome to Peach, your premier destination for peer-to-peer Bitcoin transactions!

Embark on a journey of seamless p2p Bitcoin trading with Peach. Our platform redefines the experience of buying and selling Bitcoin by prioritizing privacy and convenience.

Say goodbye to cumbersome ID verification and KYC processes as Peach offers a secure and private environment for all your transactions.

Whether you're looking to diversify your portfolio by buying Bitcoin with a gift card or prefer the simplicity of purchase without ID, Peach provides a trusted platform for conducting anonymous transactions and peer-to-peer exchanges.

Our streamlined process ensures that you can buy Bitcoin without ID verification hassle-free.

Join our community of like-minded individuals who value privacy and freedom in the Bitcoin ecosystem !
We're actively seeking sellers who understand the importance of a non-KYC Bitcoin market and want to contribute to its growth.

Stay ahead of the curve with the latest updates on buying and selling Bitcoin without KYC by following our main communication channels.

Together, let's make the Bitcoin ecosystem more accessible and private for everyone.

As a proud member of Polyreg, Peach adheres to Switzerland's Anti-Money Laundering Act, ensuring compliance and security in every transaction.

Experience the convenience of purchasing Bitcoin with a gift card, no verification needed, buying Bitcoin without ID, buying crypto anonymously, exchanging peer-to-peer, and other non-KYC Bitcoin transactions with Peach.
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What do people say about us?





Do you want to earn 500 sats? Leave us a review in Apollo following this link and you'll earn a 500 sats reward!

Follow our main communication channel!
new app release, daily posts.



Join our community
ask all your questions
and give all your feedback.



Follow our instagram
get inside the daily Peach lifestyle!



Follow our YouTube channel
lots of tutorials to learn the best Peach tips






Subscribe to our mailing list to stay up to date with Peach updates, and receive P2P market stats directly to your inbox!

I accept receiving Peach emails and I do accept the terms found in the Privacy Policy.
You can unsubscribe at any moment through one of our emails.
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